Fusion Knowledge Services

Public training

Expert knowledge, expertly delivered

Why public training?
Effective training ensures your employees can realize the full potential of your Finastra solutions, as well as boosting their level of engagement. Public training is available to both Finastra customers and partner consultants and is a way to embed valuable expertise into your organization cost effectively.

Cost-effective
When training fewer people, public training is the most cost-effective option, at one-third the price of a private classroom. Remote training is $500 and classroom training is $600 per person per day.

Expert-led classes
Teaching comes directly from our Finastra subject matter experts, equipping your team for success.

Embedded best-practice
Achieve and maintain consistent standards in the use of your Finastra solutions.

Consistently current
Unlock potential from the latest enhancements in product functionality.

Contact us to find out more about how you can take advantage of public training or take a look at the public training calendar to find a class that suits your team.

"The trainer’s communication skills and knowledge were fantastic."

"Explanations were excellent."

"The hands on sessions were extremely effective."

Finastra Instructor-led courses score an average of 4.5 on a 5-point scale when asked if the learner would recommend this class.

"Studies show that training increases worker productivity, improves employee satisfaction and motivation, and consequently staff retention."

HR Zone
About Finastra
Finastra is building an open platform that accelerates collaboration and innovation in financial services, creating better experiences for people, businesses and communities. Supported by the broadest and deepest portfolio of financial services software, Finastra delivers this vitally important technology to financial institutions of all sizes across the globe, including 90 of the world's top 100 banks. Our open architecture approach brings together a number of partners and innovators. Together we are leading the way in which applications are written, deployed and consumed in financial services to evolve with the changing needs of customers. Learn more at finastra.com
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